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PICTURE
BOOKS



MADENN  
ET LES FOLLETS
Camille Romanetto

One night, Madenn is awakened by a tiny  
being wandering around her room. Instantly  
she decides to follow it and discovers an enchanted 
underground world. This 13-chapter adventure is rife 
with beautiful illustrations and is ideal for reading 
with children ages 4-7. One of Little Urban’s  
all-time favorites!

One-shot, 220 x 260 mm, 96 pages, ages [4+]

PREVIEW FR  

ALSO BY CAMILLE ROMANETTO

RIGHTS SOLD in Italian

 

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/S2XxdPB2zo2Ybtd
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NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

MOUETTE & CHOUETTE
Sandra Le Guen & Julien Arnal

Owl and Seagull are as different as night and day. 
But when they meet, it’s love at first sight! They 
set out together on a long journey, eventually 
building a cozy nest where they will start their 
family. This heartwarming story is illustrated 
with tenderness by Julien Arnal, winner of the 
2024 Landerneau Prize for best children’s book 
with his album “Le Bateau Rêve” (Gallimard).

One-shot, 290 x 205 mm, 32 pages, ages [3+]

PREVIEW FR  

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/QZSbrFz5A3fySSi


LE CONCOURS  
DE CABANES
Camille Garoche

Camphor, Oak, Baobab, Stone Pine  
and Cedar Tree... Embark on a tour of the  
globe to discover the most exceptional  
treehouses of the world ! Make your vote  
count at the end of the book.

One-shot, 275 x 343 mm, 40 pages, ages [4+] 
1 jigsaw puzzle (page 47) 
RIGHTS SOLD in Danish, German, Korean

PREVIEW FR  

+ 30,000 
COPIES SOLD 
 IN FRANCE  

RIGHTS SOLD IN  
3 LANGUAGES

23,000 copies sold in France 
RIGHTS SOLD in 5 languages

PREVIEW FR  PREVIEW EN

ALSO ILLUSTRATED BY CAMILLE GAROCHE

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/44ceaTjJizMbEWQ
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/HxaLy8T7txHHEei
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/sSJHQLgeo4boZ2A


LES FANTÔMES  
DE L’OPÉRA
Pog & Leon

Paris, 1920. Jeanne lives at the opera house 
with her father and her cat Slippers. One stormy 
night, a bolt of lightning cracks the chimney in 
two, revealing a pile of hidden recordings. When 
she tries to play them on a turntable, it becomes 
clear why they were hiding in the first place: their 
music unleashes the phantoms of the opera! Now 
Don Giovanni, the Barber of Seville, Turandot, 
and many others are wandering the hallways  
of the opera…

One-shot, 254 x 254 mm, 48 pages, ages [4+]

PREVIEW FR  

BEST 
LAUNCH  

IN FRANCE 
BY LITTLE URBAN

IN 2023 

ALSO BY POG & LEON

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/5JtaxWog6b2Wdpn


EDGAR  
ET LE CORBEAU
Séverine Gauthier & Clément Lefèvre

Young Edgar’s house sometimes seemed to spy 
on him. The mansion was, indeed, a bit haunted. 
Ghosts and spirits roamed the corridors. And 
Edgar was the only one who could see them all. 
In fact, they had developed a beautiful friendship. 
Unfortunately, now they’re all in great danger! 
This is a gothic album inspired by the works  
of Edgar Allan Poe. A chilling book to celebrate 
the 180th anniversary of The Raven’s publication.

One-shot, 207 x 294, 48 pages, ages [4+]
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NEW  
RELEASE 

2025



NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

LES MAISONS 
IMAGINAIRES
Anne Montel

Lift the flap and enter the flower house,  
the boot house, the pumpkin house… Quirky, 
wonderful, a haven of peace or a place of fun:  
there’s something for everyone! A wonderful  
object whose pictures and texts by Anne Montel  
will make both young and mature readers dream.

One-shot, 224 x 220 mm, 

56 pages with flaps, ages [4+] 

PREVIEW FR  

ALSO BY ANNE MONTEL

RIGHTS SOLD in Romanian

 

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/9cpYScGDLXeFiKa


À L’INTÉRIEUR
Jean-Baptiste Drouot

What would you find inside a pig? A family  
of wolves, of course! And inside an iron?  
A fitness gym, obviously! And inside a hunk  
of snot? A sock? A volcano? The answers  
are inside this book, which contains everything 
you’ve always wanted to know about what’s 
inside things. (All the information is scientifically 
verified and 10,000% accurate... more or less.)

One-shot, 210 x 267 mm, 80 pages, ages [5+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Chinese

PREVIEW FR  
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https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/a83F4ysy3QZ3sPe


UPCOMING
2025

LES CRÉATURES 
MYTHOLOGIQUES  
QUI EXISTENT VRAIMENT
Stéphane Nicolet & Jean-Baptiste Drouot

In this book on mythology, you won’t find any 
Greek gods or Egyptian goddesses, no arms  
of Shiva or feathered snakes, and even fewer  
red-bearded men with big magic hammers. 
Because everyone knows that none of that  
exists. On the other hand, this book will reveal 
the truth behind mythology, the reality that 
inspired all the myths and legends...  
with a touch of humor, obviously.

One-shot, 216 x 274, 84 pages, ages [6+]

Stéphane Nicolet Jean-Baptiste Drouot

LES CRÉATURES
MYTHOLOGIQUES

qui existent vraiment
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ALSO BY STÉPHANE NICOLET & JB DROUOT

WHALOU
NB : Given the inherent difficulties in drawing nothingness, the author and editorial 
team have exceptionally permitted the illustrator to insert an old sketch of a fun little 

walking pineapple. But please refer exclusively to the annotations. 

Nothin
g

Nothing here 

neither

Total emptiness

Good old nothingness

Nothing 

to see here

Great Big Void



LU ET CÉLÉRON
Emma Clocet

Since Sidonie left the house, Celeron has not 
been the same. He’s grumpy, doesn’t talk much 
and spends most of his days sulking on his sofa. 
Lu has tried everything to change his mood 
but nothing seems to turn his frown upside 
down. How do you deal with someone’s anger, 
especially when you’re just a little girl?  
A powerful and poetic first publication from  
a new and already growing author.

One shot, 215 x 203, 40 pages, ages [6+]
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UPCOMING
2025



SI J’ÉTAIS UN OISEAU
Barroux

From the mountains to the sea, from cities to 
countries, from hills to valleys! If I were a bird,  
I would fly from place to place, having millions  
of adventures. This poetic journey is written  
and illustrated with magnificence by Barroux.

One-shot, 261 x 357 mm, 40 pages, ages [4+]

PREVIEW FR  
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9782374085050 / 44 PAGES / 14,50 ¤
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UPCOMING
2025

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/Zfzb7tx6Sdz3oQx


PREVIEW FR  PREVIEW EN

PREVIEW FR  

PREVIEW FR  

PREVIEW FR  PREVIEW EN

PREVIEW FR  

PREVIEW FR  

PREVIEW FR  PREVIEW EN

PREVIEW FR  

LE TRÉSOR  
DE GEORGES

MAIS QUE FONT  
LES PARENTS  

LA NUIT?

LES PETITS  
BRUITS DE LA VIE

MÊME 
PAS PEUR!

LA GIRAFE À  
CINQ PATTES

MON PÈRE
LE PLUS GRAND DES  
AGENTS BRICOLEURS

MON PETIT COIN  
DE PARADIS

ON DÉMÉNAGE!

ALSO ILLUSTRATED BY BARROUX
AUTHOR  

TRANSLATED IN  
8 LANGUAGES

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/rQ6FqTHfZzq2kJR
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/PybbBBQpbScPrY4
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/kdgXzmn7NXyCc3L
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/YANk9iSBDydbeRD
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/Dk8sykNYKQmL2a5
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/9FApeEsxyc9AxYj
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/aeZDXDiD9kmZewX
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/g8ma3jYzyzK43D2
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/rXkGG27PMCkzgb2
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/CFRg36aRTBmrb3X
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/cs9tZHMQN5W4e7t


BACK LIST / PICTURE BOOKS 

LA CHOUCROUTE
Héloïse Solt

The original recipe  
to fight boredom! 

  

L’AMIE DE PAPA
Angela Portella & Léa Mazé

A sweet and modern take on the 
love life of a divorced father. 

 

PACETOGRELA
Anthony Naulleau

Sempé-like illustrations for a 
story about prejudices and ogres. 

 

LE MANGEUR  
DE MARMOTS MALPOLIS

Catherine Latteux & Jess Pauwels

A hilarious take on quite a dramatic  
matter: talkative children. 

 

LES TROIS (AUTRES) 
PETITS COCHONS

Alice Brière-Hacquet & Juliette Lagrange

A retelling of the classic tale, told  
from the point of view of the wolf. 

 



SERIES



LOUPITO
Magali Clavelet

Lupito has had enough.  
Nothing’s right at home: all the markers  

are dry, his bubble bath isn’t bubbly enough,  
and his bed is too squishy. Luckily, tomorrow  

he’s going on vacation to Grandma and 
Grandpa’s! Lupito may not always be a model 

little wolf, but we love him anyway. And one 
thing’s for sure: his life is full of adventures.

3-volume series, 215 x 287, 32 pages, ages [3+]

PREVIEW FR  
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NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/JMMdQgTYpazk22b


SUPER SIMONE 
Thibault Guichon-Laurier & Jess Pauwels

Meet Super Simone, the budgie with 
extraordinary powers! Her plan? Quite simply  

to save the planet! Trouble is, people don’t make 
things simple. They’re always creating threats 

and dangers that are destroying the planet  
a little more every day.

3-volume series, 230 x 267, 40 pages, ages [4+]

RIGHTS SOLD in Spanish (Europe)

PREVIEW FR

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

18

UPCOMING
2025

PREVIEW EN

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/ntKYmTBLLzKAw8g
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/tsxenMMPG44A3LB


FAMILLE LAVANDE
Sandra Le Guen & Maurèen Poignonec

Lavender family children are always up  
to something exciting: sailing for nine months 

on the back of a taxi-whale, wandering the city 
streets in the company of an express-turtle, 

attending the first days of school with an owl, 
being at home without parents thanks to 

an elephant-sitter, pedaling away on the advice 
of a brown-bear-on-a-bike! The Lavender family 

is a steadily growing one, and through  
their adventures, readers learn a whole lot  

about the key figures of childhood.

ongoing series, 230 x 267, 32 pages, ages [4+]

RIGHTS SOLD in Chinese, Korean

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

PREVIEW FR PREVIEW FR

19

PREVIEW EN

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/bTj7eTZ3xznFT69
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/W6cDRWjmEPsjE6k
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/n3twCj4d57xEidm


LES COUZZ
Fanny Joly & Églantine Ceulemans

Meet the Couzines, a cheerful tribe that loves 
to meet up at Mamoush’s, their fabulous 

grandmother’s house. They talk about tons  
of things, like: how many Christmas presents  
did you get? And... what is tolerance? Do you 

know how to live with others? Every adventure 
they go on unveils an important message aimed 

at children aged 4 to 7. A fantastic 4-volume 
series for the 4 seasons of the year.

4-volume series, 234 x 300 mm, 40 pages, ages [4+]

PREVIEW FR

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

20

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/Bm9QrKYX3MT59Ti


BILLY
Loïc Clément & Clément Lefèvre

Sometimes the schoolyard can be like the Wild 
West! Billy, an orphan who was raised by  

Dick Fox, won’t tell you otherwise! This is  
a new western with a big-hearted hero and 

desperado, Billy the Kid! It’s also an opportunity 
to meet a group of friends who fight together 

against bullying and inequality.

3-volume series, 244 x 259 mm, 32 pages, ages [4+]     

PREVIEW FR

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

21

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/3ijXPwcWokeSyzA


LES PETITS MARSUS
Benjamin Chaud

From adventure to adventure, the Little Marsus 
address topics from our everyday lives like 

school and life in the city, but they also deal 
with important contemporary matters such as 

immigration and diversity. This series speaks to 
the rapidly-developing minds of young readers 

and satisfies their curiosity about current issues.

4 volumes, ongoing series,  

236 x 274 mm, 32 pages, ages [4+]
1 giant size : 263 x 358 mm, 44 pages

1 jigsaw puzzle (cf page 47) 
 

RIGHTS SOLD in German, Italian, Korean,  
Dutch, Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese,  

Greek, Spanish (Europe)

PREVIEW FR

22

BY BENJAMIN 
CHAUD - RIGHTS 

SOLD IN 8  
LANGUAGES

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/szD8276GLsxyYYW


ANIMAL
& LIBRES

Amélie Graux

During a visit to the zoo, the great animal lover 
Simon is clearly distressed. The mere sight  

of caged animal is unbearable! Oh, to be wild  
and free... Simon knows just how important  

that is, and so he will devise a plan.  
One he is calling the Great Escape!

2-volume series, 230 x 305 mm, 44 pages, ages [4+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Italian

23

PREVIEW FR

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/RBrwzo78bQdo9Yj


IGOR &
IGOR J’ADORE!
Nicolas Morlet & Cati Baur

Igor, the renowned piano virtuoso, is about  
to start his latest tour around the globe. With 
his faithful agent at his side, he’s going to board 
a plane to Beijing. But it seems customs aren’t 
allowing such big ears in the cabin! It looks like  
Igor’s ears will need to go in the baggage hold. 
But once the plane has landed, ugh! How awful, 
the ears have gone missing! It’s the start  
of a wild chase around the world...

2-volume series, 222 x 312 mm, 40 pages, ages [4+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Chinese

24

PREVIEW EN

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/BynsaeqmPxTcB8a


FICTION
EARLY READERS > P26
MIDDLE GRADE > P32



LE CARNET DES 
PETITS RADIS

Sandra Le Guen & Héloïse Solt
Camille is 11 years old. He left Paris at the start of 

spring vacation and doesn’t like his new life. But 
his new hobby might suffice to change his mind: 
he starts growing radishes and writes down his 

observations in a notebook every day. Nature has 
its share of surprises in store for him!

One-shot, 147 x 210 mm, 168 pages, ages [6+]

PREVIEW FR  

26

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/Kj4QQg49qkT7PLs


LE CARNET DE LOLA 
BOUMBADABOUM

Baptiste Chaperon & Héloïse Solt

Lola’s 8 years old. She has the best friend in  
the world, and she happens to be autistic. But 

that’s a grown-up word. Lola has her own words 
to talk about their beautiful friendship. It’s a 

wonderful story, and it happens to be true.

One-shot, 147 x 210 mm, 144 pages, ages [6+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Chinese, Italian, Korean

 PREVIEW FR  

27

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/CRDrMyzkTnMsiy5


MON PREMIER…
Davide Cali & Amélie Graux

The first day of school, a first kiss, baby 
brothers and sisters, and lots more...
This series of early reader books focuses  
on tricky new experiences and how  
to handle them.

3-volume series, 177 x 203 mm, 48 pages, ages [6+]

28



AWINITA
Marie Pavlenko & Marie Voyelle

Awinita is an ordinary girl. She likes to ride 
horses with her friends and go on long walks 
with her grandmother. She is also quite 
a brave soul when facing adversity,  
and has a kind heart to boot! 

One-shot, 177 x 203 mm, 48 pages, ages [6+]

 

29



LE ROI DAGOBERT
Christophe Loupy & Héloïse Solt

Little Urban presents its fantastic medieval  
series full of humour, action and special guests 
like Merlin the Enchanter and Romeo & Juliet.  
What could be more fiery and exciting than  
epic battles and a dragon with a temper?

3-volume series, 117 x 203 mm, 64 pages, ages [6+]
1 complete edition 

PREVIEW FR  

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

30

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/4snoK64cGM2Hmxd


PROFESSEUR GOUPIL
Loïc Clément & Anne Montel

Professor Fox is the most brilliant inventor  
in the world. But he’s not the best at dealing 
with his emotions, or with others, which makes 
making new friends and falling in love feel like big 
adventures.

4-volume series, 117 x 203 mm, 48-56 pages, ages [6+]
1 complete edition  
RIGHTS SOLD in Russian

PREVIEW EN

NEW  
RELEASE 

2024

31

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/a8WXxKnr57zjica


LE TEMPS DES 
MITAINES

Loïc Clément & Anne Montel

Join a feisty group of friends gifted with 
superpowers on their adventures and 

misadventures. In the first volume, Céleste, 
Prosper, Angus, Nocte, and Caïus have no 

other choice than to cooperate to survive a time 
bubble. In the second volume, the five teenagers 
will have to work together if they want to survive 
after a shipwreck on a particularly hostile island.

2-volume series, 138 x 192 mm,  

180-196 pages, ages [9+]

32



ÉLISABETH  
SOUS LES TOITS  

ALEXANDRE 
SUR LES FLOTS  

Vincent Cuvellier & Guillaume Bianco

Paris, 1920. Young orphan Elisabeth arrives  
in the French capital. Under the rooftops of the city, 
she dreams of finding her parents. But she doesn’t 

know that the building is overrun with Schmolls! 
Luckily, Elisabeth is not a coward. 

Brest, 1920. Alexandre dreams of going to America.
Will his path cross that of Elisabeth?

2 volumes, ongoing series, 138 x 192 mm 
336 pages, ages [9+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Italian

  

MORE  
THAN 10,000 
COPIES SOLD 

IN FRANCE

PREVIEW FR PREVIEW FR

33

VIDEO 
TRAILER

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/FGZJKa5FWyfFxty
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/jZSjRwNZjGfxSDr
https://youtu.be/aPFoL0RVH9c


9782374086033 / 248 PAGES / 13,50 €
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GREVET BBEENNJJAAMMIINN  

CCHHAAUUDDBENJAMIN 

CHAUD
CCAARROOLLEE  TTRREEBBOORR

CAROLE TREBOR

DDeess  eennqquuêêtteess  eenn  mmooddee  ppèèrree--ffiillllee  
ddaannss  llee  mmiilliieeuu  dduu  sshhoowwbbiizz  ddeess  aannnnééeess  11998800  ::  

hhuummoouurr,,  aaccttiioonn……  eett  ssttaarrss  eenn  ffoolliiee  !!

PPaarriiss,,  11998844..  OOmmbbeelliinnee  eesstt  uunnee  ccoollllééggiieennnnee  
ddee  ddoouuzzee  aannss  ddoonntt  llee  ppèèrree  eesstt  ddéétteeccttiivvee..  

MMaaiiss  lleess  cclliieennttss  ssee  ffoonntt  rraarreess  eett  lleess  ffiinnss  ddee  mmooiiss  
ssoonntt  ddiiffffiicciilleess..  BBIINNGGOO  !!  LLeess  vvooiiccii  ccoonnttaaccttééss  ppaarr  
llaa  ggrraannddee  ssttaarr  ddee  llaa  cchhaannssoonn  FFrraannkkyy  FFrraannççooiiss..  

EEnnttrree  lleess  ffaannss  eenn  ddéélliirree  eett  lleess  nnoommbbrreeuuxx  
ssuussppeeccttss,,  cceettttee  eennqquuêêttee  lleeuurr  rréésseerrvveerraa  bbiieenn  
ddeess  ssuurrpprriisseess  !!  EEnn  ffiinn  dd’’oouuvvrraaggee,,  ddeess  bboonnuuss  

ppoouurr  ssee  pplloonnggeerr  ddaannss  lleess

DÉTECTIVES GRÉBOR
Yves Grevet, Carole Trébor & Benjamin Chaud

Paris, 1984. Ombeline is a 12-year-old  
middle schooler whose father is a detective.  

The two work together, looking for new clients 
to make extra cash. BINGO! They’ve just 

been contacted by a famous singer… Their 
investigations will take them to the heart  
of 1980s showbiz, complete with humor,  

action, and stars gone off their rocker!

3-volume series, 138 x 192 mm, 256 pages, ages [9+]

PREVIEW FR   

131130 131

Chantal, t’es mon arme fatale
Ma belle âme tropicale

Chantal, t’es mon arme fatale
Mon fluide vital 

Titre Chantal, arme fatale,  
dans l’album Démon des cœurs – 1984

CHAPITRE  1

90

Brigitte , ô Brigitte
 Nos deux âmes détruites ,

Par ceux qui sont partis
Le chagrin sans limites
De nos cœurs meurtris

Titre Brigitte, ô Brigitte,  
dans l’album Plus jamais l’amour – 1972

CHAPITRE  14

Plongé dans ses pensées, mon père est assis sur notre 

canapé en velours élimé. Sa jambe plâtrée repose sur 

un pouf et ses cheveux sont couverts de son produit 

chinois un peu poisseux. C’est du baume de bambou. 

ILLUSTRATED BY  
BENJAMIN CHAUD

NEW RELEASE 
2024

34

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/Zf7QbQX8ZWeKQ5k


NOUNOUILLES 
ATTAQUE!

Stéphane Nicolet

French-Japanese Zloty is a bright teenager  
with parents so crazy that they ask her to go  
to Naples for two months, alone, to study at  

a special elite international school. Once there, 
Zloty easily adapts to the new rules and quickly 

makes friends. However, something is quite odd: 
some of the students are behaving strangely,  

very strangely… An investigation steeped  
in humor and goosebumps!

1 volume, ongoing series, 138 x 192 mm,  
240 pages, ages [9+]

 PREVIEW FR  

CHAPITRE 11
QUATRIÈME CHAPITRE 

AVANT LA FIN 

Les quatre amis entamèrent leur ascension sous un 

soleil coruscant* qui tranchait les reliefs alentours comme 

un scalpel. Le sommet se dressait à proximité de l'obser-

vatoire, aussi furent-ils bientôt arrivés.

Une pancarte polyglotte indiquait qu'il était dan-

gereux de descendre dans le cratère sans équipement. 

De là-haut, ils pouvaient admirer la totalité du cône 

volcanique, dont la moitié était plongée dans l’ombre 

de la crête de pouzzolane**. Pas la moindre végétation 

* Ça fait toujours bien de glisser un mot que personne ne connaît. Les gens pensent que l’auteur 
est cultivé… ou que c’est juste un gros frimeur.
** Allez encore un, ça ne mange pas de pain après tout.

35

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/BRAJm6iSHi5qERZ


MAVERICK VILLE MAGIQUE
Églantine Ceulemans

Anselme’s parents are going on a vacation… without him!  
Instead, he’ll have to stay in the small town of Maverick.  

The truth is, Maverick is nothing like your ordinary  
small town. Unless you already live in a place where  

magic exists, where anything you imagine becomes real!

3-volume series, 138 x 192 mm, 232-296 pages, ages [9+]

— Tu lui diras d’ ailleurs que son pigeon était délicieux. 

Il souleva une brochette de son assiette où l’on 

pouvait reconnaître un petit corps d’ oiseau rôti. 

Anna lui lança un regard de dégoût et prit l’enveloppe 

maculée de graisse. 

— Bouh Bouh Bouh. 

— Je cherche Anselme. Il est ici ?

— Le hibou cherche le coucou, dit la mère en retirant 

le glaçon de sa bouche pour le placer devant son œil 

grand ouvert.

— Mais où est le coucou du hibou ?

Les Palissiers éclatèrent de rire. Anna lança un regard 

d’ incompréhension au tambourineur, qui prit une de ses 

baguettes et se tapota la tempe pour lui signifier qu’ils 

étaient tous les deux fous.

Plus personne ne parla pendant une minute. 

Une très longue minute. 

Le père rompit le silence en prenant une enveloppe 

dans la poche avant de sa chemise.

— Tiens, hibou. Nous avons reçu ça hier par pigeon 

voyageur. C’est d’  Anselme.

Il lui tendit l’enveloppe.
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COMPLETE 
SERIES



READ  
& PLAY



À LA RECHERCHE  
DE LA MÉDAILLE D’OR 
Romain Gallissot & Lionel Serre 

A major international sporting event is about 
to get underway, but rumors have it that the 
country organizing the games, Loozmania, 
has misplaced the precious gold medal! From 
grandstands to sports complexes, young and  
old join the quest to find it. No gymnastics
mat or diving board must be left unturned!  
This search-and-find album is a meeting  
place for athletics and fun.

One-shot, 330 x 427 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+]

PREVIEW FR  

NEW  
RELEASE 

FOR THE 2024 
OLYMPICS
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https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/7t7H7rbxobbHZTs


À LA RECHERCHE  
DE LA CAROTTE BLEUE 
Sébastien Telleschi 

For the rabbits living in this particular burrow, 
there’s only one thing that matters: finding the 
Blue Carrot! This carrot of legendary proportions 
was lost at some point between prehistoric times 
and the Middle Ages… or was that somewhere 
between the fire station and the café around the 
corner? The Blue Carrot is never as far away as 
anyone thinks.

3-volume series, 330 x 427 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+]  
1 jigsaw puzzle + 2 tabletop games (cf. page 49) 
 
RIGHTS SOLD in Polish, Complex Chinese, Simplified 
Chinese, Korean, Dutch, Russian, Catalan, Spanish 
(Europe) 

PREVIEW FR
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MORE THAN  
40,000 COPIES

SOLD IN FRANCE 
RIGHTS SOLD 

IN 8 LANGUAGES

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/Tpi8KzMECWWGReW


À LA RECHERCHE  
DU PETIT DINOSAURE 
Stéphane Nicolet & Andréa Fournier

The little rainbow dinosaur is unlike any other 
prehistorical creature: she has the uncanny  
ability to hide. Call it a survival instinct. 
Among the packs of stegosauri, the dangerous 
Tyrannosaurus Rex, the aerial ballets of 
Pteranodons and the undersea spirals  
of Plesiosaurus, Iris is always present.  
Will you be able to find her?

One-shot, 330 x 427 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+]

40

NEW  
RELEASE 

2025



À LA RECHERCHE  
DU PÈRE NOËL 
Loïc Clément & Anne Montel 

It’s a worldwide emergency! Santa Claus has 
disappeared! Thankfully, the renowned Professor 
Fox is here to save the day. Accompanied by his 
most loyal and trusted friends, the Professor will 
have to fly out to a land kept hidden from sight 
since the dawn of time: the North Pole!  
A giant search and find book for Christmas, 
entirely illustrated in watercolors, the result 
of two years of work from dynamic duo Loïc 
Clément and Anne Montel (The Mitaines Gang, 
Miss Charity).

One-shot, 330 x 427 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+]
1 jigsaw puzzle (cf. page 49) 
RIGHTS SOLD  
in Catalan, Spanish (Europe)

PREVIEW FR  
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https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/aTrcBAd3aMa2ZQR


MILLE MILLIARDS  
DE TRUCS ET DE MOUTONS 
Loïc Clément & Anne Montel 

Each minute of every day, there are a billion 
little pleasures waiting to be enjoyed. The 
most difficult part is to choose! This is a funny, 
exciting and poetic book, a cross between a 
picture book and a giant “seek and find.”

One-shot, 250 x 340 mm, 32 pages, ages [4+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Italian

PREVIEW FR  
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https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/fDCNNX7nEKz2Aw7


À LA RECHERCHE  
DU DOUDOU PERDU 
Héloïse Solt

Hello, my name is Georges and I’m 7 years old. 
I live with my mum, my dad, my older sister 
Agathe, my younger sister Frimousse, and 
Prichti, our cat. Our house is a mess and I can’t 
seem to find my cuddly octopus doll, Ploup!  
Can you help me find it?

One-shot, 330 x 472 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Chinese
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À LA RECHERCHE DU  
PETIT CHAPERON ROUGE
Nadine Brun-Cosme & Maurèen Poignonec

Follow Little Red Riding Hood as she roams 
through dark forests, busy cities, and incredible 
castles. This is the perfect opportunity to 
meet over 50 characters from fairy tales by the 
Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault, and Hans 
Christian Andersen. Once you’ve found Riding 
Hood in the pages of this gigantic book, you 
can take on the challenge of finding the other 
characters from the classic fairy tales we all  
know and love.

One-shot, 330 x 427 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+]
1 jigsaw puzzle (cf. page 49) 
RIGHTS SOLD in Korean

 



À LA RECHERCHE  
DU DRAGON ROUGE
Frédéric Bagères & Maud Liénard

Red Dragon is looking for love. But to find it,  
he’s going to have to leave behind his cozy castle 
and his loyal friends, the Princess and the Knight. 
With just a map of the world and his happy-go-
lucky attitude to get him by, will he ever find 
what he’s looking for? Follow Red Dragon on 
his quest as he camouflages himself in fantastic 
landscapes and hides among animals from 
around the world. Happy hunting!

One-shot, 330 x 427 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+] 
1 memory game (cf. page 49) 

RIGHTS SOLD in Catalan, Chinese, Dutch, Korean, 
Spanish (Europe)
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À LA RECHERCHE DES 
TROIS FLAMANTS ROSES
Leona Rose

Leona, Michel and Naomi aren’t just regular 
flamingos. They’re travelling flamingos, who 
roam around the world in search of adventure, 
new experiences, and people to meet. Will you be 
able to spot them in the crowd? Pink flamingos 
are hard to spot when the color changes on each 
new page. Leona Rose is a French artist and  
a Posca pen master.

One-shot, 330 x 427 mm, 28 pages, ages [6+]
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GIANT PUZZLE
LES PETITS  

MARSUS  

GIANT PUZZLE
À LA RECHERCHE  

DU PÈRE NOËL

GIANT PUZZLE
À LA RECHERCHE  

DU PETIT CHAPERON ROUGE

GIANT PUZZLE
LE CONCOURS  
DE CABANES

GIANT PUZZLE
À LA RECHERCHE  

DE LA CAROTTE BLEUE

MEMORY GAME
À LA RECHERCHE  

DU DRAGON ROUGE  

GAMES
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CROSSOVER 
BOOKS



LES 9 VIES 
EXTRAORDINAIRES  

DE LA PRINCESSE GAYA
Collective of authors & Régis Lejonc

An extraordinary tale presented in an unusual 
way, with sumptuous artwork by Régis Lejonc. 

The day of her birth, Death cursed Princess Gaya 
to live nine lives, as cats do, each one a century 

apart. From Europe in the Middle Ages to Mexico 
today, Gaya’s destiny will be extraordinary.

One-shot, 290x 360 mm, 96 pages, ages [9+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Russian

 PREVIEW FR  

VIDEO 
TRAILER
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https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/86rmL5gNHpN4xJk
https://www.little-urban.fr/video/GAYA_english.mp4


LE BERGER ET 
L’ASSASSIN

Henri Meunier & Régis Lejonc
—As soon as I’m on the mend, you need to get 
me over that mountain.
—I dunno about that. Let me think about it.
—It wasn’t a question.
—It is for me.
The shepherd drank a little goat’s milk straight 
from the milking pot.
Then he held out the pot to the assassin.
“Whoever you are, the mountain is more 
dangerous than you.”

One-shot, 290 x 360 mm, 40 pages, ages [9+] 

RIGHTS SOLD in Italian

 PREVIEW FR  
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SELECTED 
FOR IBBY’S 

HONOUR 
LIST 2024

https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/JXmsc7tWSYCCkB4


MAROUSSIA 
CELLE QUI SAUVA LA FORÊT

Carole Trébor & Daniel Egnéus

Maroussia lives in a small village with her 
grandmother. The village stands between the 
infinite plains and a dense forest. Like many 

generations before them, they live in peace and 
harmony with the forest spirits. Unfortunately, the 
days of legends and magic slowly fade as the dawn 

of men arises. An emissary of the Tsar has come 
to Maroussia’s village to claim the woods, wipe it 

clean, and build a railroad line… 

One-shot, 290 x 360 mm, 40 pages, ages [9+]

  PREVIEW FR  PREVIEW EN
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https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/dPcwbR5B77x785F
https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/ebA7ZBRxNxMG96q


LEOCADIA
Carole Trébor et Pierre-Emmanuel Lyet

Leocadia may be elderly and blind, but she’s also 
the most renowned seamstress in the kingdom. 

Despite all her talent, the lost of her sight seems 
to have left a hole in her heart. A hole that  

will soon be filled by the sudden arrival  
of a mysterious, blue-skinned boy on her 

doorstep… This is a wonderful fairytale about 
how you see the world and the things you  

can sometimes only see in your heart. 

One-shot, 290 x 360 mm, 40 pages, ages [6+]

 

UPCOMING 
IN 2025

52



À LA RECHERCHE DE 
LA CAROTTE BLEUE 

VOYAGES EXTRAORDINAIRES
Sébastien Telleschi

The Blue Carrot has been missing for centuries, 
and an expedition has set off to find it.  

At a distance of 20,000 leagues under the sea, 
 in the center of the earth, and in the sky  

(for exactly five weeks, and in a hot-air balloon!) 
– even attempting a trip around the world  

in 80 days – this group of adventurers will  
brave all dangers. This is a gorgeous homage  
to Jules Verne’s most famous masterpieces.

One-shot, 290 x 360 mm, pages TBC, ages [9+]
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AN 
HOMMAGE  
TO JULES 

VERNE 
2025 



LES FABULEUSES 
FABLES  

DU BOIS DE BURROW
Thibault Guichon-Laurier & Frédéric Pillot

Burrow Woods is home to a great society  
of noble animals. But be careful. Scratch  

the surface and you might find that all things 
pretty have an ugly side: consumerism,  

addiction to social media, and fear of outsiders 
are some of the things that lurk in what looks 

like a simple patch of nature. 

1 volume, ongoing series, 290 x 360 mm,  

48 pages, ages [9+]

PREVIEW FR  
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https://stratus.media-participations.be/index.php/s/JP2KJ6PEKbMnoAL


COMMENT 
MÉLISSANDRE  

LA PETITE SORCIÈRE DÉCOUVRIT 
LE SECRET DU BONHEUR

Guillaume Bianco

It all began by the light of a full moon, when 
Mélissandre crossed paths with a strange little 

horned pig. What followed were a series  
of unprecedented events, magical adventures,  

and life-changing encounters with trolls,  
vampires, mermaids, and the keeper of the  
mirror of doom. If there is such a thing as  

a happiness potion, this feel-good  
spell-book created by Guillaume Bianco 

is definitely one of the ingredients. 

One-shot, 190 x 190 mm, 312 pages, ages [9+]
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VIDEO 
TRAILER

https://youtu.be/KQobSgVdN3U
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